


Objective

To win this game, you have to build the largest army 
and stop your opponent from completing theirs

2 Players

4 Players

3 Players
Complete up to 8 sets 

Complete up to 4 sets 

Complete up to 6 sets 

vs

4 Players
Complete up to 4 sets 

1 set = 5 cards from the same kind 
(5 demons, 5 archers, 5 warrios ...etc)



Components

Leading God (army leader)

Army cards

8 leading Gods per deck

97 cards per deck



Components

Supporting Gods

Power cards Actions and rewards

Energy token
8 supporting Gods per deck

7 cards per deck 1 card per deck

12 tokens per deck



Setup

Select your army leader

Shuffle your deck
Army cards, supporting gods, and power cards combined2
Reserve an area for your discard pile 
and army cards

Start with 6 energy tokens

In the example below we choose loki1

3

4



First round

Who will play first?

Draw 3 cards at the start of every turn

Each will reveal the bottom card from their pile. The one who got ?
the highest card strength will play first.

Each player should have a maximum number of 15 cards in hand at ?
all times, and the maximum number of cards to be drawn should be 
3. ?(you cannot draw 3 cards if it will exceed the limit)

1

1

Draw 10 cards and drop 3 cards
In the first turn no one is allowed to attack or skip their turn2

Each player has up to 3 actions to play per turn
Check Actions and rewards card or actions and attacks 
section to know what type of action you can do in a turn

2

Secound round and beyond 



1 action 

1 action 1 action Number of tokens needed+

1 action 2 actions 

Supporting god Leading Gods ability

Power cards

Actions & attacks

Actions

How attacking works

• Only attack when you drop a card, you can’t attack from previously 
dropped cards

• Your card strength must be higher than the attacked cards

• You can attack more than one card as long as your strength is higher 
than theirs

• You can’t attack a stack of cards (only the top layer of cards)

• If your strength matches the opponent’s cards strength, your card will 
be eleminated in the process

• Blocking an attac is a reaction, you don’t have to wait your turn in 
order to play it.

Drop a card Drop and Attack



Rewards

Extra action and draw extra card
When you complete a set in a turn, you earn an extra card and extra action.
the card you can decide to play or keep, but the extra action you must 
play in the same turn.

Extra energy token
When you complete 2 sets in on turn you earn an extra energy token



Additional 
instructions

If you ran out of cards in hand
Running out of cards in hand during your turn means the end of your turn.
In your next turn you will draw 4 cards instead of 3.

An empty draw pile
You lose when your draw pile is empty and you didn't achieve the goal

Don’t look into players discard pile
Keep your discard pile away from the eyes of your opponents

Tied match
If 2 or more players draw pile are empty, and armies are tied then 
there are two ways to settle this

1- The Leading God with the highest Energy tokens wins
2- If stamina and armies are tied then they need to settle this 
     with another battle

If you finished all your energy tokens
When your leading God energy tokens are all used up, you can restore 
2 energy tokens by sacrificing 3 cards of the same kind + any other 
3 cards from your hand to your discard pile


